2.3.2 Master of Technology in Intelligent Systems [MTECH IS]

Overview

The MTech IS programme emphasises the concepts, techniques and methods of Artificial Intelligence, and their application to the development of Intelligent Systems applications. The programme provides you with the essential knowledge and practical experience needed to become an Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Systems specialist, and prepares you to be able to lead the development of Intelligent Systems in providing effective and optimal business solutions for your organisation.

Learning outcomes:

- Apply Intelligent Systems concepts, techniques and methods to solve varied problems across multiple domains including: business, manufacturing, engineering, healthcare etc.
- Lead the development of Intelligent Systems using contemporary tools and techniques, including Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Prediction, Forecasting, Classification, Clustering and Optimisation
- Design and customise algorithms to solve complex business problems and create strategic advantage

Recognition:

- Top student is awarded the SPH Medal and Prize
- Best Project Prize